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Across

1 Soaked everything in 
pocketbook (6)

4 County where a few 
scientists encounter alien (8)

10 Guilt of angst-ridden 
music fan riding in luxury car 
singing Elvis covers (7)

11 Sing about English 
stimulant (7)

12 Put tea into frantic hospital 
visitor (10)

13 Huge mammal heard to 
express sorrow (4)

15 Popular German pair of 
climbers on mountain in 
footwear which can be used to 
tell the time (8,5)

19 Restrained actor Colin to 
bring plane down in strait off 
the north of Scotland (8,5)

21 Turkey (large) held by 
dandy (4)

22 Bullet to be moulded for 
old policeman (10)

26 Small amount of yogurt 
drink found in Derby, say (7)

27 Suffering seen in 
Spooner's upland campsite? 
(7)

28 Evacuating Towcester, 
officials get rid of second-rate 
pedals (8)

29 Learns Malden's outside 
halves are sluggish (6)

Down

1 Nervously show rare film 
(8)

2 Large American university 
includes current boundary (5)

3 Try teacher's task, missing 

the beginning while making 
reservation (10)

5 Pipes causing unhealthy 
groan (5)

6 Muck out mediaeval private 
prisons for a very long time 
(4)

7 TV presenter to mount a 
case against dog (3,6)

8 Rose, perhaps, with broken 
leg to switch (6)

9 Provincial soldier with 
possible support in most of 
the kingdom (8)

14 Sandwich possibly nothing 
to swear about after sell-up 
(4,6)

16 Gathering intelligence in 
El Salvador, servant takes 
charge (9)

17 Circumstances in which to 
read messages (8)

18 Intimidate god, having 
dropped round and dined (8)

20 Cricket side snubbed 
leftover material (6)

23 Philosopher's cabinet not 
right (5)

24 You and I wearing dry 
cloth (5)

25 Secondhand fuses 
essentially dead (4)


